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NOTES ON OWNERS AND COPYISTS 

STEPHEN BING (1610-1681) [Copyist] 

Biographical Notes: Details of Bing's life are given particularly in BING S and BING 
W. Baptized at St George's, Canterbury, on 20 September 1610, Bing became a 
chorister in Canterbury Cathedral between 1618 and 1624. He then disappears from 
view until in 1640-1 he became a minor canon at St Paul's Cathedral, having in the 
meantime acquired holy orders and perhaps a degree. It is possible that Bing joined 
the Royalist cause between 1643 and 1647, perhaps moving to Oxford. (He was 
certainly treated as a delinquent by the Roundheads and his goods were sequestered in 
1643.) He was back in London thereafter and is mentioned by Playford in his 1651 list 
of 'excellent and able masters for the Voyce or Viol' and by John Batchiler in 1661 as 
a teacher of Susanna Perwich. At the Restoration Bing played a full part in the 
activities of the St Paul's clergy. He was appointed Senior Cardinal and acted as 
warden of the College of minor canons. He survived the Great Plague, in spite of 
working to alleviate the sufferings of local people, but the destruction of St Paul's in 
the Great Fire eliminated choral services there. Between 1667 and 1672 Bing was at 
Lincoln cathedral. He then returned to London as lay vicar at Westminster Abbey, 
remaining there until his death in November 1681. 

Bing seems to have worked as copyist for Christopher, First Baron Hatton, perhaps 
when the latter was in Oxford with Charles I between 1643 and 1646. 

Manuscripts copied by Bing:1 

GB-Lbl: Add. 27,551: one of five partbooks (Add. 27,550-4) copied by various hands 
(instrumental music a 3-4 by Jenkins) 

GB-Lbl: Add. 31,434: parts to anthems, madrigals and motets by H. Lawes, 
INotari?], Aloisi (1637, Op. 4), Merula (1624, Op. 6) 

GB-Lg: Gresham College collection: G Mus 469-471: `Fantazies & Aires' a 3 by 
Jenkins, Locke and Young; sonatas and airs by `Sieterich Beckron' [Dietrich Becker] 
added to the treble book at a later date. 

GB-Lsp: Partbooks A1: Contratenor and Tenor Decani parts to English services 
(later additions by Gostling, and some missing pages supplied by an 18th- century 
hand). 

                                                 
1 MSS shown in italics will not feature in this Index. 
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GB-Lwa: Partbook Triforium Set 1 (Alto Cantoris 'IA' and Tenor Cantoris '4’) 
contain sections in Bing's hand (English services and anthems). 

GB-Lwa: Partbook Triforium Set 2 (Tenor Decani '5) contain sections in Bing's hand 
(English services and anthems). 

GB-Ob: Mus. Sch. C 87: Jenkins' fantazies of 3 parts' copied in conjunction with an 
anonymous scribe. (?) 

GB-Ob: Mus. Sch. C 204, ff. 46-49v: parts to motets a 3 by Antonelli. (?) (A few 
annotations added by Jeffreys?) 

GB-Och: Mus. 2: score to instrumental music a 3-6 by Bull, Coleman, Coprario, 
Ferrabosco II, O. Gibbons, Jenkins, Lupo, Mico, Ward, White; and madrigals and 
motets a 5 (untexted, but titles added by Aldrich) by Lupo, Marenzio, Monteverdi, 
Pallavicino, Vecchi, Ward. (Associated parts: GB-Och: Mus 417-8 and 1080, 436; 
and others copied by John Lilly: GB-Och Mus. 397-400, 401-2, 403-8). 

GB-Och: Mus. 255: Bing copied the three manuscript insertions stuck into the basso 
continuo partbook of Valentini's Secondo Libro de Madrigali (1616). 

GB-Och: Mus. 417-8 and 1080: parts to instrumental music a 3-4 found in score in 
GB-Och, Mus. 2. (The parts GB-Och, Mus. 397-400, copied by John Lilly, duplicate 
this set.) 

GB-Och: Mus. 432, ff, 109-3 reversed: organ score to fantasies a 3 by Mico. (Parts in 
GB-Och, Mus. 401-2, copied by John Lilly. GB-Och, Mus. 432, ff. Ov-11 were 
copied by Lilly with associated parts in GB-Och, Mus. 612-13.) 

GB-Och: Mus. 436: organ score to music a 4-6 found in GB-Och, Mus. 2. 

GB-Och: Mus. 732-5: Bing added to the work of three other scribes by copying some 
of the parts for the two fantasies by O. Gibbons. 

GB-Och: Mus. 754-9: parts to W. Lawes’ ‘The Royall Consort' (new version). 

GB-Och.' Mus. 878-880, 1st sections: parts to motets a 2-3 by Dering and anonymous 
(also Dering?): three layers: 1. anonymous scribe; 2. another anonymous scribe 
provided the music, but with text underlay by Jeffreys and with occasional text 
alternatives added by Bing; and 3. Bing's music with underlay by Jeffreys. 

GB-Och: Mus. 880, last section: basso continuo parts to motets and madrigals by 
Aloisi (1628, 1637 Op. 4), Arrigoni (1635), Facchi (1635), Ferrabosco I, Gallerano 
(from Aloisi 1628), Gesualdo (Madrigals books 1, 
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2 and 4 complete), Grandi (1610, 1613, 1616, 1630), Mazzocchi (from 16521), Merula 
(1624, 1628, 1633), Sances (1638), Tomasi (1635), Trabattone (1629). 

GB-Och: Mus. 1023: basso continuo parts to the whole of Dering's Cantica Sacra 
(1618); text headings added by Jeffreys. (NB. one of the two copies of Cantica Sacra 
in GB-Och, Mus. 881-6, lacks the basso continuo book) 

GB-T 1005: score to madrigals by Anon., Bernardi (1615-16), Monteverdi (1603). 

GB-T 1009: score to madrigals a 5-6 by Anon. (with English texts, contrafacta?), 
Bernardi (1616), Dering, Gesualdo (1595, 1596). 

GB-T 1017: score to Merula's Nominativo hic' and Nominativo quis' (1633). Some of 
the text underlay added by Jeffreys. 

GB-Y : M1 (S): eight partbooks containing English cathedral music (later additions 
by John Gostling). 

US-R: ML96 L814f, fascicle 3: short score to Coprario's eight fantasia-suites for two 
violins, bass viol and organ. Copied by Bing and Jeffreys in collaboration. 

Bibliography: GROVE/`BING'; BING BW; BING F; BING S; BING W; HATTON 
P; HATTON W; LILLY W. 

SIR CHRISTOPHER HATTON III (1605-1670) [Owner] 

Biographical Notes: A full account of Hatton is in HATTON W2. Born at Clayhall, 
Barking on 28 June 1605, he inherited the Hatton estate in 1619 on the death of his 
father. He was educated at Jesus College, Cambridge, and maintained links with the 
area in the 1620s and 1630s. He also held the family's Northamptonshire estate, 
centred on Kirby Hall. Hatton was a man of wide interests, with particular enthusiasm 
for the arts and antiquarian pursuits, and for patronage of the High Church party. By 
the late 1630s he was heavily in debt. He supported the Royalist cause at the outbreak 
of Civil War and served as Charles I's Comptroller of the Household when the court 
was in Oxford during 1643-6. Following the king's flight and the surrender of the city, 
Hatton was exiled (comfortably) in France until 1656. His debts continued to mount on 
his return, however, and he was not favoured with any prominent state position at the 
Restoration. In 1662 he was appointed Governor of Guernsey, but was forced to 
relinquish the position in 1665. He remained impoverished in his last years, although 
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continuing to pursue his cultural interests. He died at Kirby Hall on 4 July 1670. 
Music books from his collection surveyed in vol. I of this Index were copied by 

Bing, Lilly and Jefferys (q. v.). 

Bibliography: HATTON P; HATTON W; HATTON W2 

MATTHEW HUTTON (1638-1711) [Owner and Copyist] 

Biographical Notes: Hutton was born at Nether Poppleton near York in 1638. He 
matriculated at Brasenose College, Oxford, on 25 July 1655 and progressed through 
various offices to Vice Principal between 1674 and 1678. During his time at Oxford 
he was very active at music meetings in the city and the consort manuscripts he 
owned were apparently mostly copied then. In March 1677 he became Rector of 
Aynho, Northamptonshire, where he remained until his death on 27 June 1711. 

Manuscripts copied by Hutton: 

GB-Lbl, 17,792-6. Five of a set of six partbooks copied by John Merro (q.v.) and 
later owned by Hutton, who made corrections and a few additions. 

GB-Lbl, Add. MSS 30,488-90. Three partbooks containing the 21 fantasias for two 
trebles and a bass by Jenkins, copied by Hutton. 

GB-Ob, MSS Mus. Sch. C 24-27. Four partbooks containing Italian vocal music, 
copying begun by Charles Husbands and continued by Hutton and Edward Lowe. 

GB-Y, MS M3/1-4 (S). Four partbooks containing four-part consorts by Ferrabosco 
II, Jenkins, Ward, and Thomas Tomkins, copied by Hutton. 

GB-Y, MS M4 (S). Organ score containing vocal music by Byrd, Child, William 
Mundy and Tallis. 

GB-Y, MS M19 (S). The opening bass solo and thorough-bass parts to Humfrey's 
anthem 'O Lord my God why dost thou forsake me?' 

GB-Y, MS M20 (S). Score of the 21 three-part fantasias for two trebles and a bass by 
John Jenkins, copied by Hutton. 
GB-Y, MS M32/1 (S). Duet by Henry Purcell: 'Behold the man... GB-Y, MS 
M32/2 (S). Four vocal pieces by Henry Purcell. 
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GB-Y, MS M36. Keyboard score of eight vocal pieces by Anon., Carissimi and 
Bonifacio Gratiani. 

GB-Y, MS M56 (S). Score of Christopher Simpson's instrumental suites, The 
Seasons, copied by Hutton. 

GB-Y, MS M57/1-4. Four partbooks containing the Op. 1 sonatas by Corelli, 12 
sonatas by Giovanni Battista Bassani and Purcell's Golden Sonata. 

GB-Y, MS M92. Short score organ book containing services and an anthem by Child. 

GB-Y, MS M93. Score of vocal music by Henry Aldrich, Carissimi and Felice Sances. 

Bibliography: HUTTON C; HUTTON I; MERRO W; YORK G2 

JOHN JENKINS (1592-1678) [Copyist] 

Biographical Notes: A full account of Jenkins's life is in JENKINS-A8. Little is 
known of Jenkins's early years. Born in Maidstone, he may have been apprenticed in 
the household of Anne Russell, Lady Warwick (d.1603). In 1633-4 he took part in the 
Inns of Court masque The Triumph of Peace, by which time he seems to have been 
ranked among leading English musicians. By the 1640s he was patronized by the 
Derham family of West Derham and by the Le Strange family of Hunstanton, 
Norfolk. Some of his extant manuscripts were copied for Sir Nicholas Le Strange 
(q.v.) In the 1650s and 1660s he was patronized by the North family of Kirtling, 
Cambridgeshire, who acquired an extensive collection of the composer's works, 
although few of these are in Jenkins's hand. Between about 1660 and 1663 he spent 
some time at court, where he was a theorbo player. His last years were spent at the 
home of Sir Philip Wodehouse at Kimberley, Norfolk, where he died on 27 October 
1678. 

Music copied by Jenkins: 

GB-Lbl: Add MS 29,290 [owner: NORTH]: An organ book of consorts by Jenkins, 
William Lawes and Mico. Jenkins copied Nos. 1-20 of his own 32 Ayres for two 
trebles, two basses and organ. 

GB-Lbl: Add MS 31,428 [owner: Le STRANGE]: a score of his twenty-one three-part 
fantasias for two trebles and a bass. 

GB-Lcm: MS 921 [owner: Le STRANGE]: A single partbook from a set of three, 
containing a bass part of 21 bass viol duets to the organ and a treble 
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part of 11 airs and 2 Fantasia-suites for treble, bass and organ. All the extant parts are 
in Jenkins's hand, except those for the first six of the bass viol pieces.  

GB-Ob: Printed Book Mus. 184 C. 8 Bass viol pieces bound into Simpson's Division 
Violist (1667 edn.) [`payd for by Joh: Covell CCS Cant. 1660'— sometime Master of 
Christ's College, Cambridge]. Two bass viol solos by Jenkins are in the composer's 
hand (reverse end of book). 

GB-OB: MS Mus. Sch. C.88 [owner: NORTH]: four partbooks bound together of 
consorts by Jenkins, mostly for treble, bass, lyra viol and harpsichord. Jenkins copied 
a treble and bass part of an air in D minor (VdGS No. 11) on ff. 1 lr and 26r. 

GB-Ob : MS North e.37 [owner: NORTH]: a bass partbook from a set of three 
containing airs by Jenkins, George Loosemore, Francis North and Christopher 
Simpson. Jenkins wrote the bass parts of two airs on ff. 14v-15r. 

GB-Och: MSS 777, 779 [owner: unknown]: Treble and bass string parts of four 
Fantasia-suites by Jenkins (Group I), all in the composer's hand. 

GB-Och: MS 1005 [owner: Le STRANGE]. A score, entirely in the composer's hand, 
of 122 two-part and 84 three-part airs by Jenkins. 

US-Cn : Case MS VM.1.A.18.J.52c [owner: Le STRANGE]. Two of a set of three 
partbooks (the second treble is missing) of the three-part airs scored in GB-Och, Mus. 
1005. Jenkins was the third of three scribes contributing to the books. 

Bibliography: CONSORTS F; JENKINS A3; JENKINS A4; JENKINS A8; 
JENKINS PW; LE STRANGE A; LE STRANGE WI; OXFORD Cl 

SIR NICHOLAS LE STRANGE (1603-1655)  
[Owner and assistant copyist] 

Biographical Notes: Born in 1603, Nicholas was 'placed att Eaton' on 18 May 1620 
and remained until 1 June 1622. He already played the viol. Between Michaelmas 
1622 and July 1624 he was at Trinity College, Cambridge, transferring to Lincoln's 
Inn in October of that year. His father purchased a Baronetcy for him on 1 June 1629 
and he was married to Ann Lewkenor at St Stephen's, Norwich, on 26 August 1630. 
Thereafter he lived at Hunstanton Hall, the whole Le Strange family suffering 
sequestration during the Civil War. He died in 1655. 
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Sir Nicholas's copy of the masque music (Lbl, Add MS 10444) probably dates from 
his time in London at Lincoln's Inn, while the two large collections of viol consorts 
(Lbl, Add. MSS 39550-4 and Lcm, MS 1145) were perhaps begun once he had set up 
house in 1629-30. The manuscripts copied for him by John Jenkins (q.v.) apparently 
date from the 1640s. 

Manuscripts owned by Sir Nicholas Le Strange: 

GB-Lbl: Add MS 10,444: Masque and other music in two parts, treble and bass, 
copied c.1625, in part by Sir Nicholas Le Strange. 

GB-Lbl: Add MS 31,428: score of the twenty-one fantasias for two trebles and a bass 
by John Jenkins in the composer's hand. 

GB-Lbl: Add MS 23,779: a compressed score of Coprario's Fantasia-Suites for 
treble, bass and organ, together with organ parts for both this series and the one for 
two trebles, bass and organ, partly copied by John Jenkins. 

GB-Lbl: Add MSS 39,550-4: five partbooks (the `Sextus' is missing) of consorts of 
five and six parts. 

GB-Lcm: MS 921: A single book from a set of three, comprising a bass part for music 
for two bass viols and organ and a treble part of music for treble, bass and organ, all 
composed and copied by John Jenkins. 

GB-Lcm: MS 1145: three of a set of five partbooks of five-part consorts. 

GB-Och: Mus. 1005: a score of 122 two-part and 84 three-part airs by John Jenkins in 
the composer's hand. 

USA-Cn: Case MS VM.1.A.18.J.52c: two of a set of three partbooks (the second 
treble is missing) of the three-part airs by Jenkins scored in GBOch, Mus. 1005. 

Bibliography: JENKINS A3; JENKINS A4; JENKINS A8; JENKINS J; JENKINS 
PW; LE STRANGE A; LE STRANGE F; LE STRANGE Wl; LE STRANGE W2; 
MASQUE K; MASQUE S; MASQUE W 

JOHN LILLY (1612-1678) [Copyist] 

Biographical Notes: Pamela Willetts has traced Lilly's life in LILLY W2. He is 
believed to have been the son of Henry (the vicar?) and Elizabeth, baptised at 
Croydon, Cambridgeshire, on 28 January 1611/12. Lilly's connections with the city of 
Cambridge are imprecisely documented, but there are references to a man called Lilly 
in college records from 1637/8. 
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He was certainly resident there by 1645 (although his son John was baptised at 
Croydon in 1644) and remained in the area through much of the 1650s, having some 
contact with the North family at Kirtling. In 1660 Lilly was appointed as a theorbo 
player at court and was active too as a teacher and as an official in the Corporation of 
Musick in Westminster. From at latest 1665 he lived at Baldwins Gardens, where he 
died on 25 October 1678. He was buried at St Andrew's, Holborn, three days later. 

It is suggested (LILLY W2) that the major copying collaboration between Lilly 
and Stephen Bing (q.v.) for Sir Christopher Hatton is most likely to have taken place 
in the 1630s. Some other manuscripts were probably written later. 

Manuscripts copied by John Lilly: 

GB-Lbl: Add. MSS 27,550-4. Sets of fantasia-suites by John Jenkins in several hands. 
Lilly copied ff.1-14 of Add. 27550 and may have added numbers to the rest of the 
book. The date '1674' appears in a contemporary hand. 

GB-Lbl: Add. MS 59,869. Two sets of divisions added on ff. 35v-38 inverted and at 
the end of the manuscript, which is itself added to a copy of Christopher Simpson's 
Division Violist (1659). 

GB-Lbl: Egerton MS 2485. An organ score with accompaniments to five-part consort 
music. 

GB-0b, MSS Mus. Sch. C 54-57. Four partbooks containing Christopher Simpson's 
'Months and Seasons', dated 1668. 

GB-Och, Mus 397-408. Part of the 'Great Set' of consort music compiled for Sir 
Christopher Hatton, the copying of which was shared with Stephen Bing (q.v.). Lilly 
wrote the whole of Mus 397-400: four partbooks to four-part works; Mus 401-2: two 
lower parts of three-part works (the treble book is lost); Mus 403-8: partbooks to five- 
and six-part works. 

GB-Och, Mus 432 and 612-13. Two partbooks and an organ book to fantasias and airs 
for two bass viols and organ. Lilly wrote ff.[a]v-11 of the organ book (Mus 432) and 
the whole of both bass viol books. 
 
 
Bibliography: HATTON P; HATTON W; HATTON W2; LILLY W; LILLY W2
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JOHN MERRO (d.1639) [Copyist] 

Biographical Notes: John Merro was a singing man at Gloucester Cathedral, 
mentioned in a visitation of 1609 and in subsequent years. He died on 23 March 1639 
(although the early transcripts of his lost memorial give '1636'). In this Browne Willis2 
was probably the first culprit, copied by later writers. Another error records the death 
of Merro's wife Elizabeth as 13 November 1615 instead of 1645; perhaps the '4' had 
already been worn on the stone. On 19 Feb 1627 a deposition was made by Elizabeth, 
wife of John Merrowe of the precincts of the College of the Cathedral of Gloucester, 
in which she states she was born in Gloucester and was then aged 50? John Merro 
witnessed the will of Ann Tomkins on 29 November 1627. She was the wife of 
Thomas, minor canon at Gloucester Cathedral, step-mother of the more famous 
composer, Thomas Tomkins, and mother of seven children including the musicians 
John, Robert and Giles. The Cathedral accounts of 1628/9 have: 'Repayed to John 
Merro for a Roome which he rented of John Beames to teache the Children to playe 
uppon the Vialls ... 1 Os'. 

A John Merro and Elizabeth Hiam were married at St Aldate's, Gloucester, on 26 
April 1627 and the registers also record three children: John, baptised 4 May 1628; 
Anne, baptised 18 Feb 1628/9 and buried two days later; Richard, baptised and buried 
in 1631. This appears to be a younger John and Elizabeth than the scribe and his wife 
and none of the St Aldate's family is mentioned in their two wills. 

John Merro 'one of the Lay-singeing Men of the Cathedrall Church in Glouc.' made 
his will on 10 December 1638, with bequests of £10 each to his brothers Thomas the 
elder, Thomas the younger (or his children), and William, 5s each to his sister Mary 
and all his godchildren, £5 each to the four children of his brother-in-law Robert 
Cugley, deceased, and the residue to his wife Elizabeth. The will was proved on 20 
April 1639. 

After John's death Elizabeth was required to move: in 1640 the accounts of the 
Dean and Chapter record `To M'ris Merroe att her departure for wainescott glasse 
cubbard shelves &c ... £1. 00.10'. 

Elizabeth Merro's will is dated 9 September 1645. She asks to be buried next to her 
husband John 'in the Cathedrall Church of Glouc' and that the bequests in his will be 
duly paid. She herself makes bequests of a few shillings each to her sister-in-law 
Margery Cugley and her four children, her 'godson' Henry Wheeler of Shrewsbury 
and his brother Edward, the 

2 Browne Willis, A survey of the Cathedrals of York, Durham, Carlisle, Chester. 
Man, Lichfield, Hereford Worcester, Gloucester [etc] ..., 3 vols. (London, 1742). 
3 Matthews and Matthews, Abstracts of Probate Acts in the Prerogative Court of 
Canterbury, 1639, 107. 
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poor of the Gloucester parishes of St Mary and St John, and her `Cosen' Mr Ja[mes?] 
Stephens (appointed executor). The will was proved in December 1645; the Act book 
records that her goods were valued at £100. 

Sketchy though the above records are, they are sufficient to give some context for 
the three surviving music sets copied and used by Merro. US-NYp, Drexel MSS 
4180-5 is the earliest, with an estimated copying span within the years 1615-1625. 
This collection is largely of vocal music, with a few instrumental items added mostly 
at the end. The latter are duplicated (together with some of the vocal music) among a 
greater preponderance of instrumental works in GB-Lbl, Add. MSS 17792-6. It 
seems highly probable that this collection, along with GB-Ob, D 245-7, was used by 
Merro in the late 1620s and early 1630s when he was instructing the choirboys in 
playing the viol. Duplicates would have been useful in this situation. A flyleaf 
annotation in Merro's hand on the back of D 245 comments on Samuel Hoard's God's 
love to Mankind, published in 1633. GB-Lbl, Add. MSS 17,792-6 later came into the 
possession of Matthew Hutton (q.v.), while GB-Ob, MSS Mus. Sch. D 245-7 were 
presented to Dr Fell of Christ Church 'for ye vse of the publicke musick scoole in 
Oxford' by one William Isles in 1673. 

Music copied by John Merro: 

GB-Lbl, Add. MSS 17,792-6. Five partbooks from a set of six containing vocal 
music and instrumental consorts. The set came into the possession of Matthew 
Hutton (q.v.). 

GB-Ob, MSS Mus. Sch. D.245-7. Three partbooks containing instrumental music of 
one, two and three parts, some for lyra viols in tablature. The set was in Oxford by 
1673. At some time the last group of 25 pieces was added by another hand, perhaps 
that of John Withy. 

US-N NYp, Drexel MSS 4180-5. Six partbooks containing vocal music and 
instrumental consorts. 
 
 
Bibliography: LYRA S; MERRO A; MERRO W; VOICE/VIOL M2; correspondence 
with the Gloucester City Archivist.
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THE NORTH FAMILY OF KIRTLING [Owners] 

Biographical Notes: Music-making by three generations of the North family at 
Kirtling, Cambridgeshire, is confirmed by a number of writings by some of them, 
supported by a large collection of music. Dudley, 3rd Lord North (1582-1667), was 
the instigator, whose viol was already noted in the `greate Chamber' of his 
Charterhouse home in 1608,4 and who turned again to music-making in the 1650s. 
The 1659 edition of his collection of writings, A Forest Promiscuous of Several 
Seasons Productions, gives details of a few lost musical works, some devised for 
performance in the open air. His son Dudley, 4th Lord North (1602-1677), had 
managed the Kirtling estate for his father from 1632 and raised his family there. 
Among them was Francis (1637-1685), later Lord Keeper, and Roger (1651-1734), 
whose writings above all illuminate the cultural life of the household (see NORTH 
W). Roger notes that the family 'was seldome without a profes't musick master', 
among whom were John Lilly, George Loosemore and John Jenkins. 

In OXFORD C1, Margaret Crum argues that a large collection of music bought for 
the Bodleian Library in 1667 (after Dudley's death) belonged to the North family. The 
bindings of many of the volumes incorporate title-deeds relating to the family. GB-Ob, 
MS North e.37 can be added to the collection. GB-Lbl, Add. MS 29,290 may have 
originated at Kirtling since both George Loosemore and John Jenkins contributed to 
the copying. 

Music owned by the North family: 

GB-Lbl, Add. MS 29,290. An organ book for consorts by Jenkins, William Lawes 
and Mico. 

GB-Lbl, Add. MS 31416. The organ book for twelve fantasias for two bass viols and 
organ by John Coprario. The associated partbooks are GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.91. 

GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.81. Three partbooks containing fantasias, almains and airs 
by John Jenkins for treble, bass and organ, grouped in seventeen suites. 

GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.82. Four partbooks containing fantasias, almains and airs 
by John Jenkins for two trebles, bass and organ, grouped in ten suites. 

4 Dale B. J. Randall, Gentle Flame. The Life and Verse of Dudley, Fourth Lord North (1602-1677) 
(Durham, N. C., 1983), p. 29. The book contains an excellent survey of the North family. 
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GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.83. Seven partbooks containing six-part consorts by John 
Jenkins. 

GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.84. Four partbooks containing 14 airs for violin, bass viol, 
lyra viol and harpsichord by John Jenkins, grouped into two sets. 

GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.85. Four partbooks containing 12 airs for treble, bass, lyra 
viol and harpsichord by John Jenkins, grouped into two sets. 

GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.86. Three string partbooks (the organ partbook is lost) 
containing 10 movements (fantasias and airs) from Jenkins's FancyAyre Divisions 
[VdGS Group VI]. 

GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.87. Three partbooks containing the 21 fantasias for two 
trebles and a bass by John Jenkins. 

GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.88. Four partbooks containing 18 airs for treble, bass and 
harpsichord by John Jenkins, most with lyra viol. 

GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.89. Four partbooks containing 8 sets of fantasia, almain, 
ayre for two trebles, bass and organ by William Lawes. 

GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.90. Three partbooks containing 8 sets of fantasia, almain, 
ayre for treble, bass and organ by William Lawes. 

GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.91. Two string partbooks for twelve fantasias for two bass 
viols and organ by John Coprario. The associated organ book is GB-Lbl, Add. MS 
31,416. 

GB-0b, MS Mus. Sch. C.98a-b. Five partbooks containing the 32 'Ayres' for two 
trebles, two basses and organ by John Jenkins. 

GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.99a-b. Five partbooks containing the four-part fantasias and 
two pavans by John Jenkins. 

GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.100a-b. Five partbooks containing the six fantasias in four 
parts by Thomas Brewer. 

GB-Ob, MS Mus. Sch. C.101a-b. Three partbooks containing 14 fantasia-suites for 
violin, bass viol and organ by Coprario. 

GB-Ob, MSS Mus. Sch. E.406-9. Four partbooks containing 27 fantasias and a pavan 
for treble, two basses and organ by John Jenkins. 

GB-Ob, MS North e.37. A bass book from a set of three partbooks, containing 
instrumental consorts by Jenkins, George Loosemore, Francis North and Christopher 
Simpson. 

Bibliography: NORTH W; OXFORD Cl; OXFORD C2 
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Notes on Owners and Copyists 

THE SHIRLEY FAMILY OF STAUNTON HARROLD, 
LEICESTERSHIRE (owners) 

British Library, Add. MSS 40,657-40,661 is a set of partbooks stamped with the arms 
of the Shirley family. David Pinto (LAWES P3) believes William Lawes copied parts 
of them and another hand is to be found in San Marino, Huntingdon Library, MSS 
Ellesmere 25A 46-51, manuscripts which came . into the possession of John Egerton, 
second Earl of Bridgewater, perhaps from a `W.H.' whose initials are stamped on the 
covers. 

Pinto (op. cit.) suggests 'the books were largely in their present form by February 
1632/3 when the second baronet Sir Henry Shirley died leaving an heir less than ten years 
of age'. Christopher Field (LAWES-A, p.244) questions whether it is indeed Lawes' 
youthful hand which appears in these books (although accepting a later addition by the 
composer). 

Bibliography: LAWES P3; HATTON W2 


